3M™ Splicing System

The Simple Splittable Flying Splice (SFS)…Step by Step

1. Apply tape and cut to desired length*

   - Fold back and temporarily secure the last lap of film. Apply tape across the roll, starting and ending a minimum of ¼" from the right and left edges. The wide section of the split liner should be on the side of the leading edge of the film (this photo shows the last lap coming up from the bottom).
   - Use a knife or scissors to cut the tape. Rub down the tape across the width of the roll.

2. Remove narrow strip of liner

   - Starting an inch in from the tape edge, peel the narrow section of the split liner off by pulling away from the liner slit at a 90° angle.

3. Attach film and trim excess

   - Attach last lap of film to exposed adhesive, by pulling excess film tight and laying flat over the tape. Cut to remove the excess film.
   - If only taping the center section of the roll, taper the film edges, cutting the film at an angle from the tape edge out towards the roll edge.

4. Remove wide section of liner

   - Starting an inch from the tape edge, peel the wider section of liner off, pulling away from the liner slit at a 90° angle.

---

*Some applications may require tape across only the center section of the roll.

---

Product Data: These testing results are not intended to be an exhaustive list. The performance of a 3M product may vary due to the many variables impacting the end use of the product. Proper end use performance from 3M products can be achieved only through comprehensive end use testing of the 3M product as part of a broad, multi-disciplinary evaluation. The following variables should be considered: application, user interface, environmental conditions, use and misuse, end use testing, and additional variables unique to the user's application. Use of the 3M products is at your own risk. 3M MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDITION ARISING OUT OF A COURSE OF DEALING, CUSTOM OR USAGE OF TRADE. 3M DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH RESPECT TO THE 3M PRODUCTS, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. IN NO EVENT WILL 3M BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL LOSS OR DAMAGE RESULTING FROM USE OF THE 3M PRODUCTS, WHETHER BASED IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE.